Abstract. It is well known that every positive integer can be expressed as a sum of nonconsecutive Fibonacci numbers provided the Fibonacci numbers satisfy Fn = Fn−1 +Fn−2 for n ≥ 3, F1 = 1 and F2 = 2. In this paper, for any n, m ∈ N we create a sequence called the (n, m)-bin sequence with which we can define a notion of a legal decomposition for every positive integer. These sequences are not always positive linear recurrences, which have been studied in the literature, yet we prove, that like positive linear recurrences, these decompositions exist and are unique. Moreover, our main result proves that the distribution of the number of summands used in the (n, m)-bin legal decompositions displays Gaussian behavior.
Introduction
In 1972 Edouard Zeckendorf proved that any positive integer can be uniquely decomposed as a sum of non-consecutive Fibonacci numbers provided we use the recurrence F 1 = 1, F 2 = 2, and F n = F n−1 + F n−2 for n ≥ 3 [13] . Since then numerous researchers have generalized Zeckendorf's theorem to other recurrence relations [1, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12] . Most work involved recurrence relations with positive leading terms, called positive linear recurrences. That was until Catral, Ford, Harris, Miller, and Nelson generalized these results to the (s, b)-Generacci sequences and to the Fibonacci Quilt sequence, which are defined by non-positive linear recurrences [1] [2] [3] , and Dorward, Ford, Fourakis, Harris, Miller, Palsson, and Paugh to the m-gonal sequences, which arise from a geometric construction via inscribed m-gons [4, 5] . The main results in these studies involved determining the uniqueness of the decompositions of nonnegative integers using the numbers in these new sequences, determining whether the behaviour arising from the average number of summands in these decompositions is Gaussian, and other related results.
A way to interpret the creation of the (s, b)-Generacci sequences is to imagine an infinite number of bins each containing b distinct positive integers. Given a number ∈ N, we decompose it as a sum of elements in the sequence such that their sum is , and the terms satisfy that 1) no two numbers in the sequences used in the decomposition appear in the same bin, and that 2) we do not use numbers in s bins to the left and right of any bin containing a summand used in the decomposition of . If such a decomposition of exists using the numbers in the sequence, we then say that has a legal decomposition. If every positive integer has a legal decomposition, then we call the sequence of numbers satisfying this property the (s, b)-Generacci sequence. Note that the (1, 1)-Generacci sequence gives rise to the Fibonacci sequence, as we have bins with only one integer and we cannot use any consecutive integers in any decomposition.
Motivated by the bin construction used in the (s, b)-Generraci sequences, we create the (n, m)-bin sequences. These sequences are defined by nonpositive linear recurrences and depend on the positive integer parameters s, b for Generacci sequences and n, m for bin sequences. The terms of an (n, m)-bin sequence {a x } ∞ x=0 can be pictured via (1) a 0 , . . . , a n−1 n , a n , . . . , a n+m−1
Note that the first term in the sequence is indexed by 0. Notice also that there are n terms in the first bin and m terms in the next. The number of terms in each subsequent bin alternates between n and m. We use the notation B k to indicate a pair of bins of size n and m, in that order. Given a term in the sequence, a x , we can determine which B k contains a x and whether a x is in the n or m sized bin by using the division algorithm to write x = (n + m)k + i. If 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 then a x is in the n sized bin. If n ≤ i ≤ m + n − 1 then a x is in the m sized bin. For example, consider the (2,3)-bin sequence and term a 44 . Since 44 = (2 + 3)8 + 4, a 44 ∈ B 8 and since i = 4 ≥ 2 = n, a 44 is the third term in the m = 3 size bin.
Before defining how we construct the sequences, we need to establish the notion of a legal decomposition. Definition 1.1. Let an increasing sequence of integers {a i } ∞ i=0 , divided into bins of sizes n and m be given. For any n, m ∈ N, a (n, m)-bin legal decomposition of an integer using summands from this sequence is a decomposition in which no two summands are from the same or adjacent bins.
As described in [6] , this notion of legal decompositions is an f -decomposition defined by the function f : N 0 → N 0 with
In other words, if a j is a summand in a (n, m)-bin legal decomposition, then none of the previous f (j) terms (a j−f (j) , a j−f (j)+1 , . . . , a j−1 ) are in the decomposition. Consider the (2,3)-bin legal decompositions. Then f : N 0 → N 0 is the periodic function {f (j)} = {3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, . . .}.
Note f (44) = 4, so if a 44 is a term in an (n, m)-bin legal decomposition, then a 40 , a 41 , a 42 , a 43 are not in the decomposition. Notice that a 42 , a 43 are other terms in the 3-bin (denoting the bin of size 3) that contains a 44 and that a 40 , a 41 are the two terms in the previous 2-bin (denoting the bin of size 2).
Through an immediate application of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 from [6] we can establish that for any n, m ∈ N, (n, m)-bin legal decompositions are unique and we get Proposition 1.1. Proposition 1.1. For each pair of n, m ∈ N there is a unique sequence such that every positive integer has a unique (n, m)-bin legal decomposition.
With this result at hand, we can now formally define an (n, m)-bin sequence. We also note that we can once again recover the Fibonacci sequence, which in this case is given by the (1, 1)-bin sequence.
In Section 2 we establish a recurrence for the (n, m)-bin sequences.
is an (n, m)-bin sequence. Then for all n, m ≥ 1 and x ≥ 2(m+n),
We note that the recurrence above is sometimes a PLR and sometimes it is not. For example, as noted previously, the (1, 1)-bin legal decompositions are exactly the Zeckendorf decompositions, and use the Fibonacci numbers, which are defined via a PLR. However, when n = 2 and m = 1 the recurrence above is not a PLR and we show this in Appendix A. This provides further motivation to study sequences that are more broadly defined and do not necessarily fall under (or out of) the PLR definition.
Our main result establishes that the number of summands used in (n, m)-bin legal decompositions of the natural numbers follows a Gaussian distribution. 
where µ k and σ k are the mean and variance of Y k respectively. Then
for some positive constants
Moreover, Y k converges in distribution to the standard normal distribution as k → ∞.
As we noted earlier, the (1, 1)-bin sequence is simply the Fibonacci sequence. In this case, the formulas for the mean and the variance given in (4) simplify to the known formulas obtained by Lekkerkerker [10] and Kolǒglu et al. [9] . Lekkerkerker computed that for x ∈ [F n , F n+1 ) the average number of summands in a Zeckendorf decomposition is
2 . The result is the same when the interval is extended to x ∈ [0, F n ). In [9] , the authors show that for x ∈ [F n , F n+1 ) the variance of the number of summands in a Zeckendorf decomposition is φn 5(φ+2) + O(1). Again the result is same when the interval is extended to x ∈ [0, F n ). Corollary 1.1. Consider the (1, 1)-bin sequence. For x ∈ [0, a 2k ) the average and variance of the number of summands in a (1, 1)-bin legal decomposition is
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes needed recurrence relations and proves Theorem 1.1, Section 3 develops helpful generating functions, and Section 4 pulls these ideas together and contains the proof of Theorem 1.2. We end with some directions for future research.
Recurrence relations
In this section we establish recurrence relations for (n, m)-bin sequences. We will establish Theorem 1.1 via the following two technical results. Lemma 2.1 provides a family of recurrence relations. For example, equation (5) computes the first term in the n-bin, equation (6) computes the remaining terms in the n-bin and the first term in the m-bin, and equation (7) computes the remaining terms in the m-bin. In contrast, Theorem 1.1 provides a single recurrence relation that can be used to compute any term regardless of its position in the bins.
Proof. By Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in [6] , a x = a x−1 + a x−1−f (x−1) . When x = (m + n)(k + 1), then x − 1 = (m + n)k + m + n − 1 and f ((m + n)k + m + n − 1) = m + n − 1. Hence Equation (5), is immediate. The other equations follow from a similar argument. Lemma 2.2 interweaves the family of recurrence relations to show that if the single recurrence relation (of Theorem 1.1) is true for x ≡ 0 (mod m + n), then it is true for all x.
for x ≥ 2(m + n) and x ≡ 0 (mod m + n), then Equation (8) is true for all x ≥ 2(m + n).
Proof. By hypothesis,
In other words,
. So applying Equation (5), we have
By hypothesis, the right hand side of this equation is 0. Hence so is the left side and thus Equation (8) is true for x ≡ m + n − 1 (mod m + n).
Repeating a similar argument several more times shows that Equation (8) is true for all x.
It remains to prove that Equation (8) is true for x ≡ 0 (mod m + n). We do this in the following proof and thus establish Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume {a x } ∞ x=0 is an (n, m)-bin sequence. As explained in Section 1, this sequence is an f -sequence defined by the function f (j) given in Equation (2) . Note that the period of f (j) is m + n and m + n ≥ f (j) + 1 for all j.
By Theorem 1.5 in [6] , since f (j) is periodic, we know that there is a single recurrence relation for our sequence. The proof of Theorem 1.5 in [6] gives us an algorithm for computing the single recurrence relation.
Consider m + n subsequences of {a x } ∞ x=0 given by terms whose indices are all in the same residue class mod m + n. We will begin by finding a recurrence relation for each subsequence:
A priori, these relations may be different for each residue class, but Lemma 2.2 tells us that all relations are in fact the same. Thus we focus on the subsequence corresponding to the 0 residue class.
It remains to solve for the constants c i in (9) . To solve for these constants we will use linear algebra techniques, in particular we use matrices and vectors to represent systems of equations. Each of the equations in Lemma 2.1 can be rewritten as vectors. (The starred columns, beginning with 0, are those that are indexed by multiples of m + n, and the columns marked with • are indices congruent to m modulo m + n):
Vector v 0 corresponds to the recurrence relation in (5), v 1 to v m−1 correspond to the recurrence relations in (7), v m to v m+n−1 correspond to the recurrence relations in (6) . For all v j the number of leading 0's is j and the number of middle 0's is f (m + n − j) − 1. Define T to be the transformation that shifts all coordinates to the right by (m + n) places. According to the algorithm in [6] the goal is to zero out the coordinates that are not indexed by multiples of m + n (the period). Note the first column is indexed by 0. Our first step in this process is to define w 1 , a linear combination of the v j . We have:
where there are (m + n − 1) 0's in the first set and (m − 1) 0's in the second set. We continue and use T to define w 2 :
where there are (m + n − 1) 0's in the first and second sets and (m − 1) 0's in the last set. Note that in w 0 = v 0 , w 1 , and w 2 the bad coordinates (the coordinates that are not 0 and not indexed by multiples of (m + n)) are given by
We simplify by removing the common strings of 0's:
There exists a non-trivial solution to 2 j=0 λ j u j = 0, namely λ 0 = 0, λ 1 = −n, λ 2 = 1. Using these values, we can write a linear combination of the w j in which we have succeeded in zeroing out the coordinates that are not multiples of m + n: Thus Relation (9) becomes a x = (m + n + 1)a x−(m+n) − mna x−2(m+n) . Note that a priori this is only the recurrence relation for the subsequence given by the terms whose indices are congruent to 0 (mod m + n). Fortunately, applying Lemma 2.2, we see that this recurrence relation is the single relation for the entire sequence.
Counting summands with generating functions
In this section we provide generating functions for counting integers with a fixed number of summands in their (n, m)-bin legal decomposition. We continue to assume throughout that {a x } ∞ x=0 is an (n, m)-bin sequence.
Let p k,c denote the number of integer z ∈ [0, a (n+m)k ) whose legal decomposition contains exactly c summands, where c ≥ 0. Then by definition (10) p 0,c = 1 c = 0 0 c > 0
We also have the following recurrence relation for the values of p k,c . Proof. Noting that p k,c = 0 if either k < 0 or c < 0, using explicit values of p k,c and the recurrence relation from Proposition 3.1, after some straightforward algebra we obtain
from which (13) follows.
Gaussian behavior
To motivate the main result of this section, we point the reader to the following experimental observations. Taking samples of 100,000 integers from the intervals [0, a 10000(m+n) ), in Figure 1 we provide a histogram for the distribution of the number of summands in the (n, m)-bin decomposition of these integers, when (n, m) = (1, 2), (n, m) = (2, 1), (n, m) = (2, 3), and (n, m) = (3, 2) respectively. In these figures we also provide the Gaussian curve computed using each sample's mean and variance. Furthermore, Table 1 gives the values of the predicted means and variances as computed using Theorem 1.2, as well as the sample means and variances, for each of the samples considered. Table 1 . Predicted means and variances versus sample means and variances for simulations from Figure 1 .
From these observations one might speculate that for any pair of integers n, m ∈ N the distribution of the number of summands in the (n, m)-bin legal decompositions of integers in the interval [0, a (n+m)k ) displays Gaussian behavior. This is in fact the statement of Theorem 1.2.
To prove Theorem 1.2 we first need the following technical results.
Lemma 4.1. For all m, n, y > 0, the following inequalities hold:
Proof. To establish (14) and (15) we note that
The first inequality in (16) is clear, while the second is true because
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 we know that
In order to expand F (x, y) into a power series we will use partial fraction decomposition, but first we must factor x 2 − 1+(m+n)y mny 2 + 1 mny 2 into two linear factors. Using the quadratic formula yields
Since the discriminant is positive, by Equation (15), we can use partial fraction decomposition
If g k (y) denotes the coefficient of x k in F (x, y), then using Equation (19) we have that
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 we make use the following result from [7] . for some positive real numbers p 1,n , p 2,n , . . . , p n,n . Let g n (y) := j p j,n y j . If g n has the form g n (y) = κ i=1 q i (y)α n i (y) where (i) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , κ}, q i , α i : R → R are three times differentiable functions which do not depend on n; (ii) there exists some small positive and some positive constant λ < 1 such that for all
α 1 (y) | < λ < 1 for all i = 2, . . . , κ; then the mean µ n and variance σ 2 n of Y n both grow linearly with n. Specifically,
Moreover, if Throughout the following proof we will simplify some calculations with the substitutions: s = m + n, p = mn, and β = (1 + m + n) 2 − 4mn.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. To prove Gaussian behavior we need only show that g k (y) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Note that
, where
• Condition (i): For each i = 1, 2, the functions q i (y) and α i (y) are three times differentiable.
• Condition (ii): Let be some small positive constant and assume y ∈ I = [1 − , 1 + ]. By Equation (16), we see that 0 < α 2 (y) < α 1 (y). Thus for some positive constant λ, | α 2 (y) α 1 (y) | < λ < 1. Next we show that α 1 (y) > 1. We begin by noting that py 2 > 0 and (1 + sy) 2 − 4py 2 > 1 (by equation (15) 1 + sy − (1 + sy) 2 − 4py 2 .
• Condition (iii): First we compute C = α 1 (1) α 1 (1) and prove that it is not 0. Use
and compute α 1 (y) = 4py
Substitute y = 1, use a common denominator to add fractions, and the numerator of α 1 (1) simplifies to
Note that this final value is positive (in particular not zero) (see Equation (15)).
Second we compute C =
and prove that it is not 0. Note By considering Equation (21) with (14) we see that C > 0. Therefore, by satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1, we have completed our proof.
Directions for future research
In this paper we considered the construction of (n, m)-bin sequences. For d ∈ Z + , one natural extension is to consider N = (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n d ) ∈ Z d + and define N-bin sequences in an analogous way to that of (n, m)-bin sequences. One could then study the N-bin decompositions of positive integers. Namely, do these decompositions exist and are they unique? What is the behavior of the average number of summands used in the N-bin legal decompositions, i.e. is it Gaussian?
Another further generalization would be to consider introducing a new parameter s ∈ N which accounts for the number of bins which must be skipped between summands used in a legal N-bin decomposition. We call such decompositions the (s, N)-bin with skip decompositions. Note that when s = 1 and N = (n, m), the (s, N)-bin with skip decompositions are exactly the (n, m)-bin decompositions and when s ∈ Z + and N = b ∈ Z + , the (s, N)-bin with skip decompositions are exactly the (s, b)-Generacci decompositions. Therefore the study of the (s, N)-bin with skip decompositions provides natural ways to generalize prior results in this area.
To establish our contradiction, choose j * such that k < t + 3j * < k + 6. Thus we have c t+3j * = p t+3j * −6 − 4p t+3j * −3 + 2p t+3j * ≤ 0 (28) p t+3j * −6 ≤ 4p t+3j * −3 (29) p t+3j * −6 ≤ p t+3j * −3 (30)
Step (28) is true because t + 3j * < k + 6.
Step (29) is true because p i = 0 when i > k.
Step (30) is true because p t+3j * −3 < 0. But this last line contradictions the claim we just proved above.
